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Laugh now, cry later
Argentina
The modernisation plan at the Port of Buenos Aires may address some immediate issues, but serious
long-term worries remain. Emmanuel Mair reports

M

atters are finally coming to a head at Argentina’s premier container port, the Port
of Buenos Aires, which handles 85% of
the country’s containers. Decisions on the
port’s future have seemingly been on hold for years, but in
April 2018 the port authority (AGP) unveiled a modernisation plan for the area known as Puerto Nuevo.
In the short term, the plan aims to address one of the
more striking aspects of the port’s workings – the fragmentation of its capacity. Dinesh Sharma, director at
Drewry Maritime Advisors, told CM: “Capacity at Buenos
Aires is most fragmented in terms of the number of terminals relative to its throughput. Consolidation of capacity
is needed.”
DP World’s Terminales Rio de la Plata, which comprises Terminals 1, 2 and 3, along with APM Terminals’
Terminal 4 and Hutchi son’s Terminal 5 (BACTSSA SA) cumulatively handle 60% of Buenos Aires’ 1.5m teu annual

throughput in Puerto Nuevo. Exolgan Container Terminal,
which is run by a joint venture between PSA International
and Terminal Investment Limited (TIL), handles the rest in
Dock Sud.
The concessions of the three operators in Puerto
Nuevo were due to expire this year, and dread at the
thought of losing their facilities led the operators to delay
investment decisions. As a stopgap, the AGP will extend
these concessions to 2020, but its long-term plan involves
consolidating the three terminals into a single facility.
Some of the current finger piers will be converted into
linear quays, with the new layout enabling the berthing of
14,000 teu ships with a length of 365.5 m and a beam of
51.2 m. The ‘finger’ design meant that there were no linear
quay lines while space to stack containers was limited,
putting Puerto Nuevo’s terminals at a disadvantage compared with Exolgan and its linear design. The port’s spatial limitations have limited its productivity to some extent,
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with an average container ship turnaround time of 1.8 days in 2015,
markedly longer than the region’s average of less than one day.
Hence a modernisation that makes much better use of the port’s
limited space, due to its proximity to a large city centre, is essential
– there is no disputing that. However, criticism of the plan’s financial
viability has become particularly vociferous as well as scepticism as
to whether the long-term needs of the Argentinean supply chain as a
whole are being adequately addressed. The decision to convert Terminals 1, 2 and 3 into space for a cruise terminal and real estate development has also upset some observers.
The investments needed are stated to amount to US$1.6bn, half of
which would be paid by the Argentinean government and the other half
by the new terminal operator. The duration of the concession would be
50 years or 35 years with a possible 15-year extension.
One critical issue is that, while the modernisation plan addresses
the port’s issues right now, private operators have little certainty that
they will be getting value for their considerable investment in 10 years’
time, let alone 50.
Olaf Merk, ports and shipping expert at the International Transport
Forum (ITF), part of the OECD, told CM: “If the size of container ships
continues to grow, it is difficult to see how Buenos Aires can still be
an effective container port in 35–50 years’ time. There could be longterm options that would be more attractive to terminal operators, either
more downstream or more upstream.”
As with pretty much every non-feeder port in the world at present,
the Port of Buenos Aires’ long-term future will be heavily dependent on
its ability to handle larger container vessels. A recent report by the ITF,
following a roundtable discussion last year, pointed out that by 2025
the average capacities of container vessels calling at the port could be
around 12,000 teu for the trade lane with the Far East and 6,500 teu for
trade with North Europe and North America. In theory, this means that
the largest vessels calling at the port would have a capacity of 14,000
teu in 2020 and 18,000 teu in 2025.
STRINGENT DEMANDS
Meeting the stringent demands of the container shipping industry simply does not look to be feasible. The AGP’s plan envisages the deepening of access channels in the River Plate to 11 m, a depth that would
impose severe loading limitations on ships. According to the ITF, ships
up to 10,000 teu would only be able to access the port if loaded at 25%
of capacity and any larger ships would have to reduce their loaded
capacity even more. To date, the largest vessel handled in Buenos
Aires has had a capacity of 10,600 teu, while the average call size was
2,220 teu in 2015.
The current maximum depth at Puerto Nuevo is 36 ft, which allows roughly for a depth of 10.36 m for navigation, but carriers have
got around the problem by performing a ‘double call’ at Santos. This

involves first unloading import cargo at the Brazilian hub, then calling at
Buenos Aires with the now lighter vessel before returning to Santos to
load export cargo. Hamburg Süd and Maersk have also deployed tailor-made ships with shallow draughts and broader designs, although
the ITF report noted that the share of traffic handled by these vessels
will most likely fall.
Whether the hassle of bringing large ships to Buenos Aires in the
future is worth it is an issue that will be up for debate. The interest
of private operators in making the US$800m investment required for
the new terminal will surely depend on knowing whether the port will
continue to have direct calls on trades to the Far East, Europe and
North America for the next 50 years. If not, it will effectively become a
glorified feeder port, and unlikely to attract anywhere near that level of
investment.
Merk stated: “One of the possible options could be to rely on foreign
ports for the intercontinental connections and to build up an effective
network of feeder container ports in Argentina. This could mean the
transhipment of Argentinean cargo in ports like Santos or Montevideo.”
In Sharma’s view, however, the volumes handled at Buenos Aires
are large enough to warrant a direct call by carriers despite the expensive costs imposed by draught restrictions. “The cost of [transhipping via other ports] would be significantly high as compared to direct
calls,” he noted.
Antonio Zuidwijk, who has 50 years of experience in port-related
companies including Dodero Group, Moor McCormack and Murchison, stated: “The big ships from Asia to the East Coast of South
America (ECSA) will go to Brazil and I don’t think they will come further
south than Itajaí and Itapoá.”
He added: “I doubt they will come to Argentina, because Argentina
has less than 20% of the total quantity of cargo movement on ECSA
and it is very expensive to maintain a deep draught.” In his opinion,
Buenos Aires should look to attract new Panamax-size ships, which
can head to the US and Europe on direct lines “because there is
enough cargo and a lot of it is refrigerated”.
If the ITF’s projections on vessel size turn out to be accurate, there
is no doubt that other ports nearby will look to snatch cargo from Buenos Aires. “Zárate will continue to be a feeder port,” noted Sharma.
“Montevideo, on the other hand, has benefited in recent years, with
some Argentine throughput shifting to transhipment via Montevideo. It
is able to handle the bigger ships and therefore is likely to continue to
be competitive as Buenos Aires is developed further to accommodate
bigger ships.”
Another possibility could be more carriers choosing to call at La
Plata, which is located further downstream than Buenos Aires. Its port
features a new 450,000 teu capacity terminal, named TecPlata, where
ICTSI has a 30-year concession. Covering a surface area of 40 ha, it
features a 600 m quay in phase one of development, utilising four quay
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cranes and nine rubber-tyred gantry (RTG) cranes.
The facility has been ready to start operations since
January 2016, but the lack of access roads has prevented
this from happening. Road works are currently ongoing
and completion is expected by the second half of 2019.
The connectivity problem is amplified because La Plata
is further away than the Port of Buenos Aires from Argentina’s main consumption and production areas.
LACK OF PLANNING
For Zuidwijk, La Plata’s road problems typify all the mistakes made in Argentina’s port system as a whole. “If there
are no roads, how can you get to a terminal?” he asked.
“La Plata was meant to be the new port that would take
away some cargo from Buenos Aires, but there was a lack
of planning.”
Looking at the overall picture, he is frustrated with what
he views as a poor approach to planning by the Ministry
of Transportation. “Gonzalo Mórtola [chairman of the Port
of Buenos Aires] should carry out a cost-benefit study.
You can’t make a port plan for Buenos Aires without making a transportation plan for 70 years. It’s been 70 years
since the last comprehensive plan. The ports were never
the problem. The access channels and the access roads
were the problem.”
More specifically, he would like to see studies factor in
the Paraná River and its outlets to the River Plate through
the Martín García Channel, which is shared with Uruguay,
and the Emilio Mitre Channel, which is in Argentina. “In-

stead of using the secondary outlet through the Mitre
Channel, the naturally broader and deeper outlet which
connects with the Martín García Channel should be used,”
stated Zuidwijk. Further studies on the optimal depths of
access channels should be completed before the port
plan is made, he added.
In Merk’s opinion, the fundamental discussions that are
needed about the future of container ports in Argentina
should be led by the transport ministry. “It is understandable that the AGP sees an important role for the Port of
Buenos Aires in the future,” he stated. “However, what is
at stake are the interests of the exporters and consumers
of the whole country – and they might be better served by
a different container port system.”
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